The free energy of the classical one-component plasma is calculated analytically in the crystalline phase for both fcc and bcc lattices to 0( T'), where T is the temperature. By application of thermodynamic perturbation theory, we explicitly evaluate the effect of three-and four-phonon interactions on the partition function. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to make contact with previous numerical work, in which the O(T ) term was assumed to be negligible. We find that it is much larger than previously thought. This increases the thermodynamic stability of the crystal phase over previous estimates.
etc. ' Particular theoretical emphasis has been placed on the classical regime of strong correlation, in which the correlation parameter I =-e /akT -the ratio of the kinetic to potential energy per charge -is larger than unity (here e is the charge, T the temperature, and a the Wigner-Seitz radius;~4ma n =1 where n is the density).
In this regime theory predicts that for I~2 the system exhibits short-range order characteristic of a liquid, and that for I =I ";, a first-order phase transition to a bodycentered-cubic (bcc) crystal occurs. " The current prediction for I ";"based on the results of Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations, is I ";, = 178 -180.
This paper presents an analytic calculation of the free energy of the solid phase, asymptotically valid to 0 ( T ) in the classical regime. The calculation is motivated by the fact that the MC-based estimates of I ";, rely on the assumption that the 0(T ) term is very small. Indeed, several authors have assumed that it is identically zero. We find that this term is in fact much larger than previously thought. At the phase transition this term contributes over half of the anharmonic internal energy. When The potential can be decomposed into a sum over twoparticle interactions:
where P is given by In order to expand F/NkT in an asymptotic series in I ', we follow the usual approach by first assuming charges are confined to small excursions u, about equilibrium positions x, . We then expand H in the change in positions, using x, = x; + u, . The result is H=H +AV . (9) where the V and u terms are repeated n times each. Substitution of Eq. (6) ((}(p) .
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Since Eqs. (21) and (24) In terms of these two tensors, Eqs. (24) and (28) become Fig. 1 ; it is not an unreasonable looking curve given the present MC data set. Indeed, any number of reasonable curves could be drawn through the MC data; our I = &x& point is quite useful in pinning down the large I behavior of U. Furthermore, the MC data for the anharmonic energy show a V;VJV (, v(C 5((5J(, 5(, V; V; V; (/(, +5((5J(, 5((v; V; V; V(f(( k (Wi) +5 ( J5J(5p, V(V(V; V(, (/(((, +5(, (5(J5J(, V; V; V(, V(, (/(((, +5;(5((,5(~V(V(V; V((/(+ 5J(5;(,5, ', V Similarly, 
However, there is an exceptional case, which occurs when 2f =g (or f = -f+g) for some reciprocal vector g. By Eq.
(13) the reality of u implies that qf, =q* f "so this implies that QI =0 for these special modes which lie on the surface of the Brillouin zone, and thus averages involving Q& are zero. [Note, however, (1, -1, 1, -1), (1, 1, -1, -1), (1, -1, -1, 1) . Finally, if 1=+2 and 1= -1, there is only one permutation, (1,1,1,1 Note that in the last two sums no terms survive if 1= -1, so we need not worry about this special case. Adding and subtracting the cross terms to the first sum and using Eqs. In this appendix we consider the Ewald sum method, useful in summing series involving the Coulomb interaction. Since the sums we require are not standard, we go into some detail. Consider the following sum: S(f,x)=g'P(p+x)e'~= + P(p+x)e'~-P(x) . (Cl) 
